Q4 REVIEW AND OUTLOOK
TIME TO PUSH THE PAUSE BUTTON?
MARKETS
ROILED

WE EXPECT
THE FED TO PAUSE

CREDIT MARKETS
BEAR WATCHING

GATHERING HEADWINDS,
LINGERING TAILWINDS

OVERVIEW
Central banks around the world face a delicate prospect
in managing monetary policy today. While the intent has
been to “normalize” the excessive liquidity conditions
in place for years after the global financial crisis, the
relative strength of the U.S. economy has created
uncomfortable realities elsewhere. In assessing what the
neutral interest rate (neither stimulative or restrictive)
should be, we believe the Federal Reserve must come to
terms with the prospect that the existing pace of tightening
may be forcing the world ever closer to recession. Time
to hit the pause button.
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PICTON MAHONEY HOUSE VIEW
VIEW

PMAM VS. CONSENSUS

RISK
Macro risk spiked back up in Q4 of 2018 on the fears that the U.S. Federal Reserve (the Fed) has gone too far in
its tightening cycle. On top of this, the U.S. government shutdown and continued trade wars made things worse.
While there may be some temporary reprieve in Q1 2019, things will likely get much worse before they finally
get better again.

HIGHER

MACROECONOMICS
GLOBA L R EA L GD P
Signs abound of faltering global growth: parts of Europe are flirting with recession, emerging economies are no
longer performing well thanks to higher inflation, and even the U.S. is showing signs of impending deceleration.

LOWER

U. S . R EA L GD P
The U.S. economy is finally showing signs of wear, and while official GDP numbers may prove robust, leading
indicators and confidence surveys are falling from their highs. U.S. mid-term results are playing out the worstcase partisanship scenario.

LOWER

CA N A D I A N R EA L G D P
The Bank of Canada confirmed what many feared: that another swoon in oil prices will have bad repercussions for
Canada, and that highly indebted consumers can’t afford higher rates.

LOWER

U. S . I NF L ATI ON
U.S. inflation remains near target, and the risks appear balanced in both directions. The impact of trade uncertainty
and tariffs is also an additional inflationary driver in the short term.

SAME

EQUITY RETURNS
U. S . EQU ITIES
U.S. equities return expectations are still too high for this late stage of the cycle. A long, sideways topping
process is more likely, with a significant amount of rotation under the index hood, culminating with a gradual
demise of Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and Alphabet Inc. (FANG) leadership.

EU R OPEA N EQU ITI E S
Europe remains mired in headwinds from Brexit, higher bond rates and European Central Bank tapering, in the
context of falling Purchasing Managers’ Index and weaker global growth.

BEARISH

BEARISH

CA N A D I A N EQU ITI E S
Return expectations are too optimistic given the many risks and few positive drivers. The high private sector
deficit (highest in the G7) represents a true risk of financial crisis.

BEARISH

BOND YIELDS
TR EA S U R IES ( U. S . 10 - Y R)
U.S. rates across all tenures are converging around the Fed’s new median estimate for the neutral rate, around
2.75%. We except this level to persist for now, and eventually fall as the cycle ends.

SAME

INV ES TM ENT-GR A D E C O RP
Corporate bonds do not perform as well in this phase of the economic cycle. The high correlation of corporate
spreads to the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX) suggests yields should gradually rise.

HIGHER

H I GH -Y I EL D COR P
Corporate bonds do not perform as well in this phase of the economic cycle. The high correlation of corporate
spreads to the VIX suggests yields should continue to increase. Increased risk aversion will likely weight-more
on high yield in particular.

HIGHER

OTHER
W TI CR U D E OIL
Inventories and backwardation are no longer providing support to the oil price, which at this point is beholden
to OPEC cuts, and is once again finding stability around $50 a barrel.

EPS GR OW TH ( S &P 5 0 0 )
Margin pressure from higher wages, rates and import prices will hurt earnings, as will decelerating final demand.

SAME

LOWER

P/E ( S &P 50 0 )
Multiples are already very stretched relative to their own history. Higher rates make equities less attractive
than bonds, and this should further weigh down multiples.

LOWER

”PMAM” refers to Picton Mahoney Asset Management. PMAM view is relative to the Bloomberg consensus estimate for each category. As at December 2018.

The markets continue to follow the path we have previously
described as our late-cycle roadmap, passing an ominous
milestone in the fourth quarter, when most global equity
markets either entered or approached bear market
territory (defined as a 20% correction from market highs).
Equity market leadership faltered in the quarter, with the
NYSE FANG+ Index entering a bear market, while more
defensive sectors outperformed. Massive outflows from
fund redemptions and/or rules-driven portfolio de-risking
only exacerbated the issues, driving volatility up to very
uncomfortable levels as indices plunged.

MARKETS
ROILED
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Deteriorating economic realities have begun to hit home
in capital markets as the global tightening process (led
by the U.S.) bares its teeth. The global economy is clearly
decelerating, and many countries are either in recession
or close to entering one. In Europe, for instance, third
quarter GDP was negative in Germany and Italy. Given
the same reality in Turkey, this reinforces our view that
the broader region is especially vulnerable. One sure
sign that all is not well was the continued flattening of
the U.S. yield curve in the fourth quarter, after the bond
market grappled with U.S. Federal Reserve Chair Jerome
Powell’s comments in early October that the central bank
was “a long way” from getting rates from stimulative to
neutral. While these comments contributed to a swoon in
equity markets, they also drove a flight to the quality of
U.S. Treasuries and a reduction in long-term interest rates
compared with short-term rates. Historically, an inversion
of the yield curve has been a harbinger of recession.
Figure 1 highlights the significant flattening of the yield
curve from two-year bond yields compared to ten-year
bond yields, and highlights a point we made in our last
Review and Outlook: when the ratio of 18-month to threemonth Fed Funds Futures goes negative, the market
thinks the Fed has gone too far in raising rates. After the
Federal Open Market Committee meeting in December,
this ratio fell to zero and looks poised to move even lower.

FIGURE 1: YIELD CURVES CONTINUE TO FLATTEN
NBER Recession

10Yr/2Yr Yield Curve

FIGURE 2: THE U.S. ECONOMY CONTINUES TO RUN ABOVE
POTENTIAL
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Source: Bloomberg L.P. and PMAM Research. As at Q3 2018.

Stock markets now factor in a much higher probability of a
global recession than they did only three months ago. The
key question will be whether central banks recognize the
risks in time to minimize further economic deterioration
while their previous tightening measures continue to
work their way into the system.

rate, that is, the presumed long-term unemployment rate in
the absence of economic cycles. By this measure, the labour
market is tighter than in the last cycle and on par with the
strength of the late 1990s (Figure 3).
FIGURE 3: ROBUST EMPLOYMENT OCCURS LATE IN THE CYCLE
Recession

In the U.S., the Fed Remains in Tightening Mode
We have been arguing that the relative strength of the U.S.
economy and the aggressive tightening policy of the Fed
have been creating unintended negative consequences
in the rest of the world, especially as a rising U.S. dollar
increases strains on countries that are vulnerable to dollar
strength. A strong U.S. dollar acts as a brake on global
growth and threatens to “upset the apple cart” in many
regions. Clearly, the equity and bond markets do not believe
that the Fed can continue its current trajectory of planned
interest rate increases, but so far, at least, the central bank
seems unaffected by these market concerns.
What might account for the Fed’s lack of concern? A good
place to start might be the output gap: the difference between
actual and potential economic output. The output gap went
positive approximately a year ago and continues to rise to
levels last seen in the late 1990s (Figure 2). When actual
output runs ahead of potential output, there is an increasing
risk that excesses will develop in the economy that can cause
unwanted, outsized inflationary pressures to build up.
Another way to consider whether excesses are developing in
the economy is to look at the difference between the actual
unemployment rate and the so-called “natural” unemployment
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When employment is this strong, the Fed grows concerned
about excessive wage growth. As shown in Figure 4,
employees’ willingness to quit their current jobs and look for
work elsewhere is at cycle highs. If the relationship between
the quit rate and average hourly earnings continues, it is
possible that U.S. wage growth could approach 4% and, if
left unchecked, stoke further inflation.
Non-bank lending may be another issue on the Fed’s
radar. According to a September quarterly review by the
Q4 REVIEW AND OUTLOOK
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Bank of International Settlements, the leveraged finance
market — which encompasses both high-yield bond issuance
and leverage-based loans—has doubled in size since the
global financial crisis of 2007-2008. Moreover, the investor
protection afforded by such instruments is quite weak:
growth in covenant-light leveraged loans has hit an alltime peak and accounted for 80% of the issuance in 2018.
In a November 15 blog post, the International Monetary
Fund remarked:

“It is not only the sheer volume of debt that
is causing concern. Underwriting standards
and credit quality have deteriorated.”

FIGURE 4: WAGE GROWTH POISED TO MOVE HIGHER
Average Hourly Earnings (y/y%, lhs)

FIGURE 5: LEVERAGED LOANS HAVE A RECKONING

Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS)
Quit Rate (12m lead, rhs)
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Against these later-cycle signs of excess, it appears that
earlier quantitative tightening (QT) and central bank
interest rate increases are starting to bite U.S. economic
growth. Several leading indicators released in December
2018 showed large declines to levels last seen in 2016 –
notably the National Association of Home Builders Index
(NAHB Index), the Philadelphia Federal Index (Philly Fed
Index) and the Empire State Manufacturing Index. The
latest payroll number (i.e. number of jobs added) was
below the previous period’s 200,000 mark. We agree that
the U.S. economy is still enjoying very robust employment
measures, but the economy is expected to continue to
decelerate, especially as the shorter-term benefits of the
Trump tax cuts last year are annualized and previous
tightening policies take hold.

S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index
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Source: Bloomberg L.P. and PMAM Research. As at December 2018.

Unlike conventional high-yield debt, which bears a fixed
rate of interest, leveraged loans are generally linked to the
London Inter-bank Offered Rate (LIBOR). While this gives
leveraged loans some appeal in a rising rate environment,
there is a countervailing concern: as rates rise, so too does
the likelihood the debtor will struggle to service the debt.
This risk is apparent in the Leveraged Loan Index (Figure
5), which has collapsed halfway toward the depths it
plumbed in the first quarter of 2016.

In this environment, the Fed appears to be at a crossroads. The
central bank has been right to try to normalize the excessive
liquidity conditions that existed for most of this cycle. If the Fed
has done nothing to normalize liquidity excesses, inflation could
have been stoked, just they were in the late 1960s. The runaway
inflation that followed in the 1970s required massive policy
arrest, and thus big recessions, to begin easing inflationary
pressures by the early 1980s. However, shorter-term indicators,
including recent market stresses, are suggesting the pace of
the Fed’s normalization may have been too aggressive.
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WE EXPECT

THE FED TO PAUSE
Does the market turmoil of the past quarter
suggest an unexpected economic slowdown or an
approaching recession, or rather that the investment
community was too complacent and too leveraged,
and was forced into a rapid unwinding of trading
positions? Probably both, in our opinion. Whatever
the case, however, we do expect the Fed to pause
and reconsider its program of interest rate hikes
sooner rather than later.
As Figure 6 shows, the exposure of institutional
managers to the S&P 500 Index futures market
declined sharply in 2018 from a fully committed
position toward the lower end of the range in recent
levels.
Similarly, various models that attempt to quantify
where commodity trading advisor funds (CTAs)
are placing allocations suggest that these funds
have shifted from a fully committed position at
the beginning of the year to what is currently a
maximally short position. These CTAs are trend
followers, which suggests market momentum
is very poor, yet a maximum short position also
implies there is not much selling left from this
constituency (Figure 7).
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FIGURE 7: TREND FOLLOWERS ALSO TOOK A HARD PIVOT
Commodity Trading Advisors Model Equity Weight
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As we noted earlier, recent data are signalling
an economic slowdown. In the last weeks of
December, there was significant deterioration in
many U.S. economic statistics. The Conference
Board Consumer Confidence Index Expectations
component fell to 99.1, the lowest level since late
2016, and a sharp reversal from the euphoric levels
that prevailed following that year’s election of
President Trump. Regional leading indicators have
also shown scattered signs of weakness:

FIGURE 6: INSTITUTIONAL MANAGERS SLASH EQUITY EXPOSURES

• The Empire State Manufacturing Survey fell to 10.9, the
lowest level in 18 months.
• The Philly Fed Index fell to its lowest level since late
2016.
• The Richmond Fed Manufacturing Index fell to its lowest
level since the first quarter of 2016, and is noteworthy
for being outright negative, at -8.
•

The NAHB Index fell to its lowest level since 2015.

It seems that the fear of inflation, often associated with
economies careening toward full capacity, has dissipated.
Will a fear of deflation take its place? The break-even
rates on Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS) –
the rates of future inflation at which investors have no
incentive to choose between non-inflation-protected bonds
and TIPS of a similar maturity – have fallen drastically,
with the two-year break-even falling to 0.7%. This is the
first time since 2016 that this rate has fallen beneath 1%.
Abroad, the China Producer Price Index, a broad measure
of global inflationary pressures, fell to 2.7%, the lowest
level since the deflationary quagmire was ending in 2016.
Here in Canada, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) fell below
the Bank of Canada’s 2% target in November to 1.7%.
This pivot from inflationary to deflationary concerns may
be occurring as markets belatedly begin to factor in the
true extent of the tightening cycle that has occurred so

FIGURE 8: FULL MONETARY POLICY TIGHTENING MORE THAN
MOST BELIEVE
Shadow Federal Funds Rates

far, especially in the U.S. Tightening has not only been
driven by the increases in the posted policy rate of interest
(the so-called “overnight” rate at which the Fed lends to
other banks). We must also consider the “shadow” Fed
Funds rate. This is the equivalent negative interest rate
that would have had the same effect as the quantitative
easing (QE) that occurred during the 2009–2015 period.
The behaviour of this shadow rate, shown in Figure 8,
suggests that the current tightening cycle began in mid2014, when the tapering off of the third round of QE began.
If we regard the shadow rate, rather than the effective rate,
as a truer indicator of monetary policy, we must conclude
that the current cycle has seen a degree of tightening not
experienced since the early 1980s (Figure 9). While the
tightening of the 1980s remains far more extreme, it was
a response to runaway inflation that is simply not present
today.
In general, then, we agree with what the compressed
and nearly inverted yield curve is suggesting: this cycle
of tightening may have gone too far. It is not the Fed’s
mandate to prop up asset prices, but the Fed might be
underestimating the impact of declining asset prices on
general economic conditions. Moreover, the Fed may be
underestimating the impact of deteriorating global growth
on the U.S. economy. If the current tightening process
continues unabated, it may be too late, by the time all
these impacts are felt within the U.S. economy, to right
the course of the global economy.

FIGURE 9: A FULLER VIEW OF “NORMALIZING” POLICY
Recession Period
Cumulative Tightening
Attributable to Quantitative Easing Suspension (Shadow Rate)
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CREDIT MARKETS
BEAR WATCHING

A credit spread is the yield of a corporate bond less the
yield of a government bond of similar maturity. Credit
spreads thus indicate investors’ willingness to accept
varying degrees of corporate lending risk; accordingly,
they can often be indicators of stress in the economic
system – a canary in the coal mine of asset markets.
As shown in Figure 10, credit spreads are increasing, but
only moderately compared with previous recessions and
mid-cycle slowdowns. Corporate stresses appear contained
thus far, especially considering that investment-grade
corporate bond indices are composed of more lower
quality bonds than in the past. BBB-rated bonds, which
accounted for approximately 30% of investment-grade
bonds ahead of the last two recessions and 22% ahead of
the 1990 recession, now account for fully half of the U.S.
investment-grade universe (Figure 11). So far, the chase
for yield appears to remain alive and well in bond land,
even as the Fed tries to normalize the system. This is even
more amazing considering the lack of inventory held by
the investment dealers who serve as market-makers, and

their reduced market-making activities (a consequence
of the regulatory clampdown that followed the global
financial crisis).
FIGURE 10: CORPORATE CREDIT SPREADS ARE WIDENING
4.0
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FIGURE 11: BBB-RATED BONDS MAKE UP MORE OF THE
INVESTMENT-GRADE UNIVERSE
Recession

1995

The Fed has to be wary of upsetting credit
markets, given the amount of leverage
currently in the system, combined with
potential illiquidity. Perhaps this is why
Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin made
an unprecedented and somewhat alarming
tweet on December 23 indicating that he
had called the heads of major banks to
confirm that there was sufficient liquidity
in the market to handle adverse events.
The subtext of this announcement may
have been the tacit acknowledgement
that deterioration in the credit markets –
especially for bonds rated BBB and lower –
poses a risk to the system, and that a large
number of corporations shut out of public
credit markets might simultaneously draw
on bank credit.

GATHERING HEADWINDS

BOLSTER THE CASE FOR A FED PAUSE
As any runner or cyclist will tell you, when a tailwind dies
off, it suddenly feels as though you’re facing a headwind.
Around the world, numerous economic tailwinds are
dying, dead or even reversing, now that central banks are
more fully engaged in tightening. As the U.S. has taken
the lead on normalizing monetary policy, the subsequent
strength in the U.S. dollar has acted as a brake on global
growth. Moreover, the beneficial effects of the Trump tax
plan passed in late 2017 are wearing off. Now that the
House of Representatives is under Democratic control,
the future extension of these benefits seems unlikely at
best. As we write this, the spectre of a lengthy government
shutdown looms, reminding the markets of a recurrent
political gridlock that seems destined only to worsen with
Donald Trump as president.

the Fed responds with more accommodative policy only
when other financial conditions (such as credit spreads)
deteriorate substantially, or when growth is below
potential. While stock markets declined, credit spreads
have probably not widened enough to concern the Fed
just yet. Meanwhile, while U.S. growth is decelerating,
it has not fallen below potential. In other words, we are
probably “not quite there yet.” The infamous Fed “dot plot”
of future interest rate expectations still implies two or
three more hikes.

We believe that U.S. Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell
has finally acknowledged that stresses exist around the
world. Outside of the U.S., we have noted the decline
in European economic fundamentals, while growth in
China’s industrial profits fell for the first time in three
years, to -1.8% year-over-year. The cost of insuring debt in
the most U.S. dollar-sensitive emerging markets remains
well above normal, after having spiked earlier this year. In
Canada, the Canadian Federation of Independent Business
(CFIB) Business Barometer Index recently dropped to
53.6, the lowest level since the first quarter of 2016.

• A sharp deterioration in credit brings the end of the
hiking cycle even sooner.

Having recently stated that the neutral short-term interest
rate isn’t so far away after all, Powell has effectively
reversed course from the volatility-inducing comments
he made in early October that suggested it was “a long
way” away. History suggests that the Fed will eventually
attempt to reverse its policy path to extend the current
cycle. The question is, how bad do things need to get
before this happens?
Looking at all significant stock market declines since
1994, Goldman Sachs Economic Research found that

We would expect at least a pause in the present course
of rate hikes, hinging on some or all of the following
conditions:
• Falling markets keep tightening financial conditions.

• Signs of deceleration turn to signs of outright economic
slowdown.
When we look at previous cycles since the 1980s, we see
that when the Fed pauses its rate-hike cycle – regardless
of whether a recession or a mid-cycle slowdown follows
the pause – equity markets generally tend to garner
positive returns in the following quarter. When the last
hike preceded a recession, the average S&P 500 total
return was 8.3% in the following quarter, but only 1.6% in
the quarter after that, and -0.3% in the quarter after that as
the recession hit. In contrast, when the last hike preceded
a mid-cycle correction, the ensuing quarterly returns
averaged 6.9%, 7.8% and, finally, 12.6% as the recovery
took hold. In sum, should the Fed at least formally pause
its tightening process in the first quarter, as we expect, the
market will likely reward this policy change with at least
a tradeable recovery rally. However, what happens after
that depends on whether the economy avoids recession
or not.
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THE TAILWINDS
THAT REMAIN

The case for avoiding recession hinges on a few key
factors. First, a rejuvenated U.S. consumer and small
business sector must carry the day. Recent Johnson
Redbook same-store retail sales for the U.S. Thanksgiving
week surged to 7.9%, the highest reading on record since
the mid-1990s. Of course, high consumer confidence
is ultimately a contrarian indicator, as it often peaks at
the end of the cycle. That said, we note that consumer
confidence can remain high for years – especially in an
environment like the current one, where household debt
is at multi-decade lows relative to net worth.
Second, U.S. corporate tax reform needs to usher in a more
sustained industrial renaissance instead of just a one-time
tax-related benefit. Companies are finally investing in new
factories within the U.S.; this should produce second-order
effects such as new housing nearby and other commercial
developments (restaurants, etc.) that create even more
jobs, driving a virtuous cycle of economic strength. Aiding
this would be the continued follow-through on the Trump
administration’s promise to reduce regulatory burdens,
enabling businesses to operate more easily and efficiently.
The initial returns appear quite promising here.
As we have noted in past editions of our Review and Outlook,
any weakening of the U.S. dollar will provide cover for central
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bankers worldwide to pause their own tightening schedules,
which in many cases were introduced only to defend their
currencies. Thus, a pause in Fed hikes that leads to a weaker
U.S. dollar may also trigger some reversal in central bank
tightening policies worldwide. We could certainly envision
the Bank of Canada being done with its hiking cycle if the
Canadian dollar weakness would subside.
Finally, China could provide a boost to the global economy
in a couple of ways. Recent trade wars and rhetoric certainly
haven’t helped global growth, although they have not
been the main cause of the slowdown: the culprit was the
evolving tightening cycle forced upon the world by the U.S.
Therefore, any positive news on trade will likely provide a
modest bump in economic expectations and should help
improve market sentiment. Of greater potential could be
the fact that China is beginning to stimulate its economy.
Arguably, the days of broad stimulus in China have
passed, as the Chinese have learned the hard lessons of
creating asset bubbles and economic excesses, and they
don’t appear keen to repeat this experience. However,
while their more recent stimulus actions are increasingly
focused on growing the domestic service industry, an
uptick in the world’s second-largest economy would be a
good thing for the global economic outlook.

WHAT’S THE BIGGER PROBLEM:
INFLATION OR INDEBTEDNESS?

rates, against a backdrop of continuing fiscal imbalances
in the U.S., has prompted the Congressional Budget Office
to project that government interest payments will balloon
over the next decade (Figure 12).

A solid economic recovery should come with sustained but
manageable inflation; the point of administering monetary
policy toward the neutral rate is to achieve this harmony. If
the world can’t achieve a sustainable core rate of inflation
now, then inflation expectations may never recover, and we
may end up in something akin to a Japanese deflationary
quagmire. We have spoken at length of the sizeable debt
levels in the world; does this indebtedness require inflation
to erode it? (When the consumer debt bubble burst,
prompting the global financial crisis, unconventional policy
came to the rescue, perhaps to do just that.)

Against this backdrop, the Fed’s delicate challenge is
to balance concerns about debt service against the
compulsion to continue to tighten, so that it can load the
armoury with the potential to cut interest rates in the
future to fight the next recession. This balancing act is
generally always in play, but the stakes this time around
are particularly high at both the government and privatesector level. Global debt has exploded in this cycle.
According to its last reading, as at the first quarter of
2018, the Bank of International Settlements indicates that
the world’s private, non-financial debt alone is at US$120
trillion, up from some US$75 trillion in 2008.

The effect of quantitative easing was effectively to transfer
the consumer debt bubble from the private sector to
the public sector. We also know that high levels of
government debt are only sustainable at fairly low levels
of interest rates. The movement toward higher interest

FIGURE 12: CAN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT PAY ITS BILLS?

CBO Projection
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FIGURE 13: WILL QE BE BACK IF GOVERNMENTS KEEP SPENDING?
U.S. Treasury Net Issuance

Fed Treasury Purchases
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Quantitative easing has soaked up much of
this government debt issuance – especially
in Europe, where some sovereign bond
yields went negative as a result. But what
happens when quantitative easing turns to
quantitative tightening, while governments
continue to issue more and more debt?
This will soon be a pressing concern in
the U.S. and Europe, where central bank
bond purchases are abating (Figures 13
& 14). Will investors purchase increasing
amounts of newly issued bonds offering
a paltry or even negative yield if central
banks are no longer back-stopping them?

Source: Bloomberg L.P. and PMAM Research. As at December 2018.

FIGURE 14: ECB: WRIGGLING OUT OF POSITION AS BUYER OF LAST RESORT
EU Area Government Bond Issuance
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It’s likely that the world wants – and perhaps
needs – some sustained but manageable level
of inflation, as well as lower interest rates,
to finance the levels of spending regarded
as necessary in this era of populism. Global
finances will be increasingly strained should
lengthy recessions occur. Eventually, these
financing concerns will collide with central
banks’ desire to unwind their balance sheet
build-ups from QE as soon as possible. The
U.S. Fed may be forced not only to change
interest rate policy but also to alter its preset
path of QT, which is currently on “auto-pilot.”

ECB Government Bond Purchases

IN CONCLUSION
Markets may be oversold due to the significant de-risking
that many market participants have undertaken.
Nevertheless, we are, by the classical definition, in a
global bear market for equities. The bear case is wellfounded and based on increasing headwinds that will
contribute to even more deterioration in the global
economy. It is probably only a matter of time before
the U.S. joins in this trend as well. In this environment,
it may be prudent to use near-term relief rallies to
reduce extra risk, or to contemplate extra hedging
within portfolios. If deeper weakness in capital
markets continues through the first quarter, it will
likely present an opportunity to re-risk portfolios
ahead of a Fed policy pause – or even reversal – that
may come as early as the March Federal Open Market
Committee meeting. Clearly this policy change will need
to occur before recessionary forces prove too strong
to overcome.

SECTOR

OUTLOOKS
CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY
Consumer Discretionary stocks faded in the fourth quarter,
along with the rest of the market, with rising rates and
uncertain global growth prospects shaking investor
confidence. Cyclical stocks and crowded names were hit
hardest; in Canada, this drove the sector to underperform
the TSX Index for the quarter. While we have reduced
our overweight position in the sector, we believe that the
recent pullback has created opportunities for stocks with
still-strong fundamentals that continue to execute at a
high level. Valuations now appear more attractive, even if
economic growth begins to slow.
Our favourite name in the space remains Spin Master
Corp. (TOY), which offers under-appreciated top-line
growth combined with a strong free cash-flow profile and
a healthy balance sheet. Despite near-term industry-wide
disruptions due to the bankruptcy of Toys R Us earlier this
year, we expect Spin Master Corp. to return to at least 15%
annual revenue growth (and margin expansion) next year,
driving both estimates and the multiple higher in 2019.
TOY is retail channel-agnostic, and we do not believe the
liquidation of Toys R Us stores will have a meaningful
long-term impact on the toy industry generally, or Spin
Master specifically. BRP Inc. (DOO) is another stock that is
delivering exceptional results and market share gains,
benefiting from disruption of its key competitor, Polaris
Industries Inc. We believe that the stock has over-corrected
and that it will benefit from multiple expansion.

INDUSTRIALS
As sentiment rolls over and the bear market persists, we
have been shifting our positioning toward more defensive
names. Continued rate hikes, peak cycle concerns and
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trade wars are still causes for uncertainty, particularly
for perceived lower-quality or cyclical names (e.g.,
construction equipment, trucking). That said, peak-ofcycle indicators are not yet showing meaningful erosion,
with the sector continuing to benefit from a sustained
uptick of capital goods orders and freight volumes.
Recent market weakness has not changed our long-term
thesis on the quality names we like in this sector. We
continue to favour companies with idiosyncratic growth,
margin expansion and/or capital structure optimization
opportunities. One of our preferred names remains
Waste Connections Inc. (WCN), whose management team
continues to deliver solid growth, impeccable execution
and continued accretive M&A. We are also positive on
Canadian Pacific Railway Ltd. (CP), given its industryleading growth profile and its track record of improving
expense management through the implementation of
precision scheduled railroading.

MATERIALS
Our view on industrial metals turned more negative in
the fourth quarter. While investor conversations continue
to centre on a potential rebound in base metals and bulk
commodities, due to fiscal stimulus from Beijing, our onthe-ground research suggests the effects of this economic
stimulus will likely fall short of market expectations. While
the Chinese government has relaxed lending requirements
somewhat and boosted infrastructure spending, the level
of stimulus is nowhere near to that seen in 2008–16.
More broadly, auto demand numbers in China continue
to deteriorate, while construction orders look incredibly
poor, despite initial optimism following the G20 summit.
Meanwhile, trade tensions between the U.S. and China
continue to linger in the background, creating uncertainties
among downstream buyers of industrial metals.

HEALTH CARE
For the full year 2018, the Health Care sector finished on
top of the S&P 500 as the performance leader (up 12%,
compared with about -1% for the S&P 500). It has been a
tale of two halves, with first-half 2018 performance fuelled
by risk-on investing, M&A hopes, secular growth and good
news flow (for managed care organizations, medical device,
life sciences and tools and SMID biotechnology), while
the second half (primarily in the last three months) saw
a move into the pharmaceutical segment, partly driven by
the unwinding of growth and risk into defensives. Many of
the sector-specific themes that dogged 2018 will continue,
and sector performance will remain choppy for the first six
months in 2019.
In late 2018, a Texas federal judge ruled against the Affordable
Care Act (“Obamacare”), and the issue is most likely to be
heard by the Supreme Court sometime in late 2019, although
it is difficult to predict the timing. The latest ruling, if upheld,
will primarily affect the stock performance of government
managed-care organizations (Molina Healthcare Inc., Centene
Corp.), hospitals and dialysis centres. Biopharmaceutical and
medical device subsectors will see almost no negative impact,
since they derived minimal benefit from the implementation
of Obamacare. Until there is more clarity, investors are likely
to ascribe a lower multiple to the proportion of earnings
derived from Obamacare related provisions for potentially
affected companies.
There were no major policy-driven drug pricing themes
by year-end, but pricing will remain topical in 2019. A split
Congress is expected to be an incremental positive for
the biopharma industry, given the potential for political
gridlock; however, the topic has been a top issue with
most voters and in most political speeches. In the first
week of 2019, most of the biopharmaceutical companies
have taken price increases, with a median increase of
about 6.3%. The drug distributors are likely to face another
year of uncertainty and transition in an environment of
modest branded inﬂation and/or potential changes to the
economic model.
The medical device subsector was one of the strongest
performers in 2018 and should continue to grow in 2019, but
likely at a slower pace. This sector has stable pricing, modest
volume growth and healthy innovation. Innovation will be a
key driver of growth. Management commentaries continue
to trend positively on healthy growth outlooks in 2019.

from Amgen Inc. and AbbVie Inc., for example. With an
expanding number of large-cap biopharma companies
struggling to generate top-line growth, high operating
margins, signiﬁcant cash balances and valuation pullback,
2019 could see an increase in deal activity. Late in 2016,
GlaxoSmithKline plc acquired Tesaro Inc, and more recently,
Bristol-Myers Squibb Corporation announced the acquisition
of another biotech company, Celgene Corporation.
At a macro level, the slowdown in China will remain a key
theme for the tools sectors and, to a lesser extent, the
medical device segment. Tools were volatile in 2018, due to
trade uncertainty with China; the group had been growing
comfortably at a double-digit rate in this region over the
last several years, with mid-teens revenue exposure on
average. For 2019, a key determinant of sentiment in the
space will be incremental news flow on a potential trade
deal between the U.S. and China, along with general macro
data points (PMI, GDP, etc.).

CONSUMER STAPLES
Consumer Staples is seeing mixed momentum indicators;
therefore, we remain neutral positioned. Most notably, we
are seeing positive momentum for Canadian retailers,
and remain overweight in Empire Company Limited
(EMP/A) and Alimentation Couche-Tard Inc (ATD/B). We
like the self-help cost-cutting story of Empire Company
Limited (EMP/A), supported by a return to grocery
inflation as Canadian retailers pass along higher tariff
and transportation costs, while also lapping elevated
minimum wage and drug reform costs in 2018. Overall,
the setup for Canadian retailers in 2019 is much better
than in 2018. Alimentation Couche-Tard Inc (ATD/B) has
seen very strong same-store sales (SSS) for the past three
quarters and has a long runway to sustain 2%–4% SSS
through a myriad of initiatives (e.g., significantly improved
food offerings, store remodels, car wash rollouts, improved
coffee and soft drink offerings, tobacco loyalty programs and
synergies from recent acquisitions).
Conversely, while we are bullish on Canadian retailers,
we are bearish on the U.S. packaged food and home
and personal care spaces. Both subsectors are seeing
significantly elevated competition from both branded
and private-label players, along with higher input costs,
freight costs and tariff costs. Companies in this space are
generally highly leveraged, as they have tried to mask
these structural issues with acquisitions.

With the passage of corporate tax reform in 2018, meaningful
M&A did not occur. However, there were sizeable buybacks,
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The MSCI World Information Technology Index and the
S&P/TSX Composite Information Technology Sector GICS
Level 1 Index have generated -4% and 10% year-to-date
total returns, and -19% and -13% quarter-to-date total
returns, respectively. Recent sector struggles have been
multifaceted. Demand has slowed in critical growth verticals,
including robotics, automotive and hyperscale data centres.
The U.S.-instigated trade war rhetoric is creating uncertainty
in supply chains and jeopardizing both confidence and end
demand. The perceived theft of intellectual property seems
integral to the U.S.-China sparring, placing the Information
Technology sector at the epicentre of the conflict. In addition,
regulatory scrutiny in many geographies is threatening the
business models of the social behemoths.
Among positives, positioning and valuation have become
more attractive with the market drawdown. Enterprise
digitization and changing consumer behaviours favour the
sector. Accordingly, we enter 2019 with a neutral stance
on the sector. Our favorite themes include: 1) service
provider network densification ahead of 5G deployment; 2)
expansionary business model transformations; and 3) the
broadening appeal of online subscription models.
In Canada, we like CGI Group Inc. (GIB/A CN). The company
has seen a return to organic revenue growth in recent
quarters. We like the product and customer focus that
George Schindler has established since the start of his
CEO tenure in October 2016.
Internationally, we like Ciena Corp. (CIEN US). The company
is the number two global provider of optical networking
equipment to telecom and hyperscale Internet providers. The
company has diversified away from large customers AT&T
Inc. and Verizon Communications Inc., with recent material
wins in India, Japan and Europe. It is poised to benefit from
the network densification required ahead of 5G deployments,
with further upside potential coming from governments
seeking to ban number one market player Huawei Culture
Co Ltd., for security reasons. CIEN US has improved its
balance sheet and margins in recent years, which we believe
could lead to a higher multiple for the stock.

FINANCIALS
We remain cautious on the outlook for Canadian banks and
mortgage finance companies. The banks wrapped up 2018
earnings in what was a pretty benign quarter, but with some
interesting takeaways. For the first time in a while, we did not
see a large majority of the group blow through earnings
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estimates. Only three of the eight Canadian banks put up
earnings beats. Bigger-picture themes continued to play
out on the domestic front, with slower loan growth, stable
to increasing net interest margins and a still-benign credit
environment. The wealth management and capital market
businesses held in quite well, but outlooks are somewhat
tempered heading into 2019, given recent weakness in
equity and fixed-income markets. Additionally, the banks’
franchises outside of the domestic market continued to
exhibit very strong growth.
We have been spending a lot of time looking at the inherent
value of strong core deposit franchises (especially as
financial conditions tighten) and how they become key
differentiators for the group; we believe this theme
will continue to play out in 2019. In our view, funding
costs dictate risk appetite as we progress through the
cycle. Those who lack strong stable deposit franchises
are forced farther out along the risk curve to support
earnings growth, compared with peers who benefit from
a significant funding advantage. We believe that this
behaviour increases beta to the credit cycle, and continue
to be cautious regarding these lower-quality names. We
have seen this behaviour manifest itself recently with
acquisitions/growth of higher-risk assets and out-offootprint expansion.
We are entering 2019 in a very interesting spot, with the
bank group trading below 10x 2019E EPS. This is a multiple
in which the group has averaged a price return of 10% in
the following year (plus a dividend yield, currently 4.4% for
the group). Although valuations for the group as a whole
are attractive, we have a more tempered outlook on EPS
growth prospects; we believe that a selective approach
is more important than ever, and that the dispersion
of returns is set to increase in a more meaningful way.
Our core Canadian bank holdings include Royal Bank of
Canada (RY) and The Toronto-Dominion Bank (TD).
In the insurance space, we continue to favour Sun Life
Financial Inc. (SLF); we believe its strong free cash-flow
generation, conservative balance sheet and capital strength
are clear differentiators. We are also positive on Intact
Financial Corporation (IFC), as we believe signs of positive
change are set to become increasingly evident in its personal
auto and U.S. specialty lines businesses, and we like its
defensive characteristics in the Canadian Financials space.

ENERGY
During the quarter, oil prices dropped sharply due to a
perfect storm of supply worries (Saudi Arabia and Russia

sharply increasing production growth in anticipation
of deeper sanctions on Iran, as well as a short-term
acceleration in growth in U.S. production) and demand
fears (a sharp weakening in Chinese/European economic
data, coupled with a more hawkish Fed, driving a rout
in broader financial markets). Meanwhile, the Western
Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) experienced its own
oversupply issues due to a lack of export pipeline capacity.
While the December 6 OPEC cuts and the Alberta curtailments
largely solved the oversupply issues, macro fears about
demand remain. There is a very good chance that by the
second quarter of 2019, we will have a more dovish Fed;
this, combined with OPEC supply discipline and the looming
spectre of the IMO 2020 regulations, could lead to oil prices
of $70/barrel and more by the second half of 2019.

During the quarter, we maintained our position in Canadian
Natural Resources Ltd (CNQ) and are positive on Anadarko
Petroleum Corporation (APC US) and Seven Generations
Energy Ltd (VII CN). Both companies: 1) have long-life
resources that are lower-cost than their peers; 2) are
committed to returning free cash flow to shareholders; and
3) maintain a strong balance sheet. These three factors
will be increasingly critical to stock outperformance in the
Exploration and Production (E&P) space.

REITS
Our focus continues to be on finding names that offer
value creation opportunities; one such name worth
highlighting is Allied Properties Real Estate Investment
(AP-U). Our liking for AP-U is driven by a host of factors:
1) healthy earnings growth to be generated over the
next couple of years, thanks to high renewal rates (TTM)
renewal rates of around 90% and strong mark-to-market
leasing spreads (leasing spreads have moved higher,
to 15%-plus, compared with 5%–10% over the past few
years) that we expect to continue, given the tight supplydemand dynamics in the Toronto office market; 2) an
excellent balance sheet; AP-U has been opportunistic with
its equity issuances, which has pushed its leverage below
7x from as high as 8.5x over a year ago; 3) a significant
potential for value creation in its data centre facilities (in
the form of leasing at 250 Front Street and additional
monetization at 151 Front Street); and 4) a highly derisked development pipeline (flagship development at
The Well is 70% pre-leased). Looking at the sector, it
was a quarter of negative returns; however, it was also
another quarter of outperformance compared with the
broader market, owing to continued investor preference
for defensive issues.

COMMUNICATION SERVICES
It was a good quarter for the sector; telecommunications
benefited from being considered, rightfully, a defensive
play. Our favourite stock Rogers Communications Inc
(RCI/B), emerged as the best performer, returning 6%
(total returns) for the fourth quarter. While we continue
to hold the view that valuations are not compelling among
the Big Three, given their growth prospects and slowing
wireless Average Billing Per User (ABPU) growth (one of
the two levers of top-line growth), we do like RCI/B, as we
expect it to have the most levers to drive wireless growth.
(We think RCI/B has room to lower its churn, which has
been trending down, and we also believe that ABPU
growth at RCI/B can be about 2%, compared with less
than 1% for BCE Inc (BCE) and Telus Corporation (T)). The
roll-out of Ignite (Comcast X1) should also help RCI/B in
lowering churn in video.

UTILITIES
We remain underweight in the Utilities sector, owing to
a lack of compelling opportunities: valuations are not
attractive given the growth prospects. Our core (and
only) holding in Utilities remains Brookfield Infrastructure
Partners (BIP-U). We favour BIP’s diversification (BIP is
not a traditional electric utility and owns a wide array of
regulated assets such as toll roads and pipelines in many
countries geographies), coupled with its accelerating
growth in 2019.
The stock was hurt by troubles in Brazil last year. However,
with a market-friendly government now in place, optimism
in Brazilian markets has hit a new high, and this should
provide tailwinds, in the form of a stronger currency and
better economic growth in 2019. BIP also saw a number
of dispositions and deployments in 2018. With the
significant deployments now complete, 2019 should be a
year of healthy growth in funds from operations per share
of about 15%. We also see the potential for tremendous
value creation through some of the larger transactions
that have been announced, including the acquisition of
Enercare and of data centres in Brazil, which is part of a
joint venture with Digital Realty (DLR US).
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